find your space

SupraPlus™ Wireless
Efficiency in the office
A wireless headset is the ultimate in efficiency
and freedom for the increasing numbers of
office-workers who spend long periods on
the phone. The SupraPlus Wireless from
Plantronics offers absolute comfort,
outstanding sound-quality and a number
of well-thought out features, based on our
unrivalled experience in this area.
The quick pair feature, for example, means
that a compatible headset can be paired – at
the click of a button – with a single base. This
means that hot-desk, or shift workers can
keep their own personal headset, and use it at
any desk where there is a base.

The 100-metre wireless range (up to 50 metres
in a typical office space) makes this the perfect
solution for helpdesk workers, for example,
who are often away from their own desks, but
need to remain available at all times. And
call-centre professionals, who need the
comfort as well as the ability to focus on
the call against a noisy background, will
appreciate the ergonomic design and the
noise-cancelling, binaural version.
If you are amongst the many people who now
make lengthy conference calls, the SupraPlus
Wireless headset from Plantronics means you
can simultaneously write or type notes, access
papers, or even just relax and enjoy your
coffee, whilst talking business.

Key features

Technical data

· Extremely comfortable for all-day wearing
· Binaural noise-cancelling version for noisier
environments
· Quick pair feature allows multiple headsets to
share one base for effective hot-desking or
multi-shift working
· DECT™ technology for excellent sound quality
· 100-metres’ range – up to 50-metres in a
typical office
· Up to 9 hours’ talk-time, 50 hours’ standby
time, with fast recharge
· Remote call-answering when away from your
telephone*
· Dedicated headset volume and mute control,
including on-mute indicator
· Quick call feature for short-call convenience
· IntelliStand™ automatically answers call
when headset is picked up from base*

Technology
Headset weight
Headset LED
Operating range
Talk-time
Recharge time
Standby time
Out of range warning
Transmit Volume Range
Receive Volume Range
Maximum Receive Level
Battery
3 Base unit LED’s

DECT (1,8Ghz)
66g (monaural)
In-use indicator
100m in free space, up to 50m in a typical office
Up to 9 hrs
1 hr gives 3.5 hrs talk-time, full charge achieved after 3 hrs
Up to 50 hrs
Audible tone in headset
36dB +/- 0.5dB in steps of 3dB
14dB +/- 0.5dB in steps of 2dB
118dBSPL
Lithium Ion
Power
Talk mode (solid indicates headset active, flashing indicates
headset muted)
Headset charging

*Requires HL10 or electronic hook-switch control

Description
CS351/A UK
CS361N/A UK
CS351/A Euro
CS361N/A Euro
CS351/A UK with HL10 lifter
CS361N/A UK with HL10 lifter
CS351/A Euro with HL10 lifter
CS361N/A Euro with HL10 lifter

Part No.
39260-01
39261-01
39260-02
39261-02
39262-01
39263-01
39262-02
39263-02
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Sound Innovation™ for missions to the moon. And for everyday life on this planet, too.
In 1969, a Plantronics headset carried the historic first words from the moon: "That's one small step for man..." From the man on the moon to the
man on the street, Plantronics is an innovation leader dedicated to creating communication solutions for people who understand and appreciate the
real freedom of space. From outer space to inner space, find your space.
Space photo imagery courtesy of NASA

